
Training Support Coaching Strategy

Industry

Travelex Group is a foreign exchange 
company founded by Lloyd Dorfman and 
headquartered in London. 

Its main businesses are international 
payments, bureaux de change, and 
issuing prepaid credit cards for use by 
travellers as well as global remittances.
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Takt Limited

www.takt.co.uk

Eliminating Process Waste from the 
Currency Sorting Operation

Name:  Travelex
Location:  Surrey
Application: Lean Sigma Training &
 Coaching
Duration: 12 months 

info@takt.co.uk07801 551697

“Support from Takt was vital they 
taught us everything! The tools that 
were needed would have been 
impossible otherwise.”

“A perfect balance between 
coaching, support and direction”.

“Enabling staff “on the shop floor” to 
embrace a continuous improvement 
way of thinking”.

Comments

Removal of 32% and 91% of the 
time consuming, yet non-value 

adding tasks from within the 
inbound and outbound currency 
sorting processes respectively.

The subsequent reduction in 
customer lead-time and increase in 

productivity secured additional work 
from new customers without the 

need for additional staff.

Success... Outcome...

CUSTOMER RATED OUTPUT

Travelex Currency Services processes unused foreign currency returned by 
consumers to many high street banks and currency outlets. Returned notes are 
recorded and reconciled before being inspected and sorted to be sold back 
into the currency market. 

The purchases operation had evolved into 3 distinct activities ;

Inbound - Receipt and pre-sort 
Purchase Module - Keying into the IT system 
Outbound – Re-inspection, sort and consolidate  

With ever increasing demand volumes the existing process was no longer able 
to achieve throughput levels required and the business wanted to pilot the 
application of Lean Thinking to redesign this target operation.
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Using a classic “Learn by Do” approach a cross functional team underwent 
a programme of tailored Lean Six Sigma workshops while simultaneously 
applying the tools learned within a series of coached project workshops.   

The projects followed a Six Sigma DMAIC roadmap and involved mapping 
current and future processes, gathering and analyzing data to prioritise 
improvements before gaining acceptance of process changes from all those 
involved. 


